
A Few Comments on MPB and Fire

Photo by Stan Harvey, MoFR
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Presentation Notes
Many people are calling for millions of dollars to be spent in restoring beetle-killed forests. Well this is how such forests were normally restored, and this is what it takes to retain their natural structure of dead trees, patchiness, and wildlife habitat. Calls to bulldoze thousands of hectares and then plant them to pine or spruce are, in my opinion, misguided, and likely to result in greater costs & impacts than benefits.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Long-term weather patterns indicate that much of the far NE and far NW of Canada’s boreal and sub-boreal forests do not experience fire weather conditions as severe as those found in the central boreal.
Where fire is less likely, it is generally expected that we will see more evidence of insect and disease outbreaks (upper right probably Armillaria), and interactions between insect outbreaks and fire.
[background photo and bottom right are of the Kenney Dam Fire, Vanderhoof Forest District, BC, 20 June 2004] 



Work of Steve Taylor, CFS-PFC:  
Logistic Regression Models:
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Presentation Notes
This gets us closer to our ultimate goal of a risk analysis approach to tree and stand mortality.
It could conceivably be applied to insect species or guilds too, and to the 1st and 2nd principal components scores for a complete mapped classification of disturbance spectra.



Logistic Regression Models:

Separate models have 
been developed 

(province-wide) for 
lightning-caused, human- 
caused, and all wildfires 
within 1 km2 grid cells.
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Presentation Notes
One way around the purely empirical description of regional trends is to model the role of all known factors (still statistical and empirical, not necessarily process-based).  Here is the result of Steve’s work on fires, predicting the probability of burning for individual grid cells at a 1 km^2 resolution.  (Ongoing work is now looking at a 400 m resolution to better capture topographic factors).





Fuel Moisture Codes

• Fine Fuel Moisture Code
– Represents fuel moisture 

in litter & fine fuels
• Duff Moisture Code

– Represents fuel moisture 
in upper organic layer

• Drought Code
– Represents fuel moisture 

in deep organic layer
– May be adjusted upwards 

to reflect overwinter lack of 
precipitation.

Mineral soil
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DC



More flammable crowns during red-dead stage…

…and more large fuels in 10-15 yrs when trees fall down ?













FFMC
<77: fires will 
not start

>86: easy 
ignition of fuels

>95: will 
provide 100% 
ignition

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For fire, it is seasonal weather factors that more important in terms of fuel dryness, spread after ignition etc. [several frames this slide – see in viewer]
The Canadian Forest Fire Weather Index System has a broad set of 6 locally calculated codes and indexes that integrate temperature, precip, drying history, relative humidity, and wind.  These have been widely tested and applied for the prediction of fire behaviour, and have recently been mapped and interpolated at a national level.
These remain to be binned by ecoregion to search for patterns [can we do this in time for the EcoScience paper, mid-November?  Who to contact for raw gridded or polygon data?].



DMC
<30: low probability 
of sustained ignition 

>40: will give 100% 
sustained ignition
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Long-term weather patterns indicate that much of the far NE and far NW of Canada’s boreal and sub-boreal forests do not experience fire weather conditions as severe as those found in the central boreal.
Where fire is less likely, it is generally expected that we will see more evidence of insect and disease outbreaks (upper right probably Armillaria), and interactions between insect outbreaks and fire.
[background photo and bottom right are of the Kenney Dam Fire, Vanderhoof Forest District, BC, 20 June 2004] 



Ratio of Future/Current Area Burned 
Under 3XCO2 Hadley GCM Scenario

(Flannigan et al. 2005  Climatic Change 72:1-16)



Climate Change in Central B.C.:  
more summer precipitation:

Precipitation trends for Ootsa Lake, 
B.C. (data from Canadian Climate 

Data Centre, Environment Canada)

1998-2002 average deviation of 
summer precip from 1960-1991 
“normal” period (from Woods et 
al. 2005 BioScience 55:761-769)
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Risks Strategies
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FIRES (surface, crown & mixed) are needed, 
and would logically be the primary tool of restoration.

To Correct Age Class 
Distribution, Retain 

Natural Stand Structures, 
& Restore Natural 

Processes…

(photo by Ordell Steen, MoF)
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Mt. Robson prescribed burn, August 2004

(photo by Mora Cunningham)



Conclusions

• Fire behaviour may be more extreme 
during red-dead stage, but ignition may 
actually be more difficult, and area burned 
not likely to be greater

• Settlements and roads a likely source of 
ignitions

• FWI components need re-calibrating
• Fire required as a restoration tool
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